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ABSTRACT

Flow velocities of two-phase fluids can be measured
by transit time techniques usinq radiation beams as
sensors to detect the passing of inhomogeneities.
A Fourier spectrum analysis can be used as a kind
of correlation or averaging technique to extract
the velocity information from the signal-noise mix-
ture.

INTRODUCTION

In nuclear reactor safety research it is necessary
to measure the flow velocities of steam-water mix-
tures at temperatures above 300°C. This is usually
done with turbine flowmeter;., but these devices are
not always reliable because the high temperature
water is very corrosive. Also, the turbine assem-
blies do interfere with the fluid flow, and the
response of a turbine flowmeter in this two-phase
steam-water environment is not fully understood.
As an alternative to turbine flowmeters, we have
been studying several transit time techinques for
this steam-water flow velocity measurement. The
particular transit time technique to be discussed
here makes use of the fluid's naturally occurring
density fluctuations and their interactions with
radiation. The technique should be applicable to
many two-phase systems besides steam-water mixtures.

TRANSIT TIME TECHNIQUES

In its simplest form, a transit time technique for
determining fluid velocity consists of measuring
the time it takes the fluid to move some known dis-
tance. Of course this implies that the fluid must
contain some "markers", some observable local char-
acteristics, which move with the fluid. In steam-
water mixtures, steam bubbles make Ideal markers;
their passing can be sensed with density detectors
which will be discussed later. Other types of
markers that miqht be useful in various applications
Include naturally occurring or artificially induced
temperature fluctuations; electrical conductivity
fluctuations, which can be created by the injection
of a burst of salt solution into a non-conductive
fluid; visual indicators such as a burst of dve in-
jected into the fluid; and many others, depending
on the requirements and limitations of the particu-
lar application.

The use of naturally occurring markers such as
steam bubbles does present one difficulty: when
the downstream sensor produces a signal indicating

the passing of a bubble, we often do not know which
of the signals from the upstream sensor was caused
by that same bubble. Comparing the details of size
and shape of all the various signals from the two
sensors might in some cases indicate which upstrea*
signal should be associated with a given downstrean
signal, but such a process would be very complicated
at best. Furthermore, bubbles might grow or col-
lapse during their transit between the two sensors.
This, combined with the addition of noise to the
signals, may make a downstream signal appear quite
different from the corresponding upstream siqnal,
so that a detailed comparison might be useless.
One common approach to this problem is to calculate
the time-delayed cross-correlation function of the
two sensor outputs. This function should have a
positive peak at the delay time equal to the sought-
after transit time. The cross-correlation calcula-
tion is a kind of statistical averaging procedure,
and the resulting correlation versus delay time
curve will exhibit "noise" characteristic of such
procedures. The peak of interest may not be very
sharp or well-defined, and there will generally be
noise which distorts or obscures the peak. In some
cases, it may not even be clear which peak in the
•curve is actually the peak of interest. These
problems can be reduced or eliminated by averaginq
over a long time, but if the fluid velocity is not
constant, the averaging time may be severely limited.

In the system considered here, the correlation cal-
culation which effectively averages over time was
replaced by a different technique in which part of
the time averaging is in a sense replaced by aver-
aging over a larger number of sensors. In this
system, a number of sensors are placed at uniform
intervals downstream from one another. The outputs
of all the detectors are summed, and this sum is
Fourier analyzed. The resultinq power density
spectrum has a peak at the frequency equal to the
fluid velocity divided by the distance between ad-
jacent sensors. This method was chosen over other
conceivable generalized correlation techniques be-
cause of its simplicity; it is easily done with a
commercially available low-frequency spectrum
analyzer.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system being studied consists basically of sev-
eral radiation densitometers, uniformly spaced
downstream from one another, ard a spectrum analyzer
which calculates the power spectrai density of the
sum of the outputs of all the densitometers. A
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radiation densitoneter is simply a radiation source
and a radiation detector on opposite sides of the
pipe, with aoyroprtato shieldim material to define
a narrow beam of radiation through the fluid in the
pipe. The attenuation of the radiation beam as it
traverses the pipe is an exponential function of
the average density of the fluid in the beam, so
that the logarithm of the detector output is pro-
portional to the fluid density. The general ar-
rangement of a basic velocity-measurinq system
using four sensors in indicated in Fiqure 1.

Consider the effect of a single bubble passing
through the measurement region. The output from
each detector will be increased briefly while the
bubble is in that radiation beam. The sum of trie
detector outputs will contain a series of evenly
spaced pulses, one from each detector in turn, as
indicated in Fiyure 2. This pulse train has a fun-
damental Fourier component with frequency equal to
the bubble velocity divided by the sensor spacing.

If the fluid itself is radioactive, as is frequent-
ly the case in reactor safety experiments, the
separate external radiation sources are not needed.
A series of radiation detectors with good collima-
tors gives essentially the same results with a
radioactive fluid as the system of Fiqure 1 gives
with a non-radioactive fluid.

This system with a radioactive fluid has been an-
alyzed mathematicallyO), with some expected and
some surprising results:

1. Certain density distributions, including certain
sizes of spherical bubbles, will not be detected
by this system. This is not regarded as a
serious problem, because we expect a more or
less random distribution of bubble sizes, so
that there will always be some bubbles present

'•for which the sensitivity is not zero.

2. The sensitivity is zero for bubbles at certain
distances from the detectors. Once recognized,
this problem is trivially solved by designing
the col limators so that the regions of zero
sensitivity do not fall in the region where the
velocity measurement is desired. It 1s also
noted that there is an optimum collimator ge-
ometry to maximize the sensitivity at a given
distance from the detectors.

3. The power density spectrum will have peaks at
the harmonics of the fundamental velocity-
Indicating frequency, with amplitudes depending
on the details of the collimator and bubble
geometry. This redundancy 1n the spectrum may
be an aid in extracting the velocity information.

4. The velocity-indicating peaks in the spectrum
become higher and narrower as the number of
sensors is increased.

5. If the density fluctuations in the fluid are
periodic, spurious peaks will appear in the
power density SDectrum. This is not expected
to be a significant problem, and examination of
the shapes of the snectral peaks should help

resolve the problem if it does occur.

NOISE

The greatest difficulty with this type of system is
the noise inherent in the radiation emission process.
The radiation emission and detection processes are
both quantum rather than continuous, so that the
output from the detector is a series of spikes
more or less randomly spaced (Poisson distributed)
in time. This random spacing of the spikes causes
the short term averaqe of the detector output to
fluctuate, even if the fluid density is constant.
If we smooth the detector output with an RC filter
with time constant T, the rms noise in the filtered
output is

where V is the long time average detector output and
n is the lonq time averaqe of the number of radia-
tion quanta detected oer second. In systems con-
sidered for nuclear_reactor experiments, it is dif-
ficult to attain o/V < O . H .

Obviously this noise can he decreased by increasing
the average count rate n. This can be done by in-
creasing the width of the radiation beams, but this
causes relatively less sensitivity to small bubbles.
The one best method of reducing this noise is to use
as intense a radiation source as possible.

EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION

A simple experiment was done with materials on hand,
to confirm the basic principles of operation of this
velocity measurinq system. The exoerimental arran-
gement is indicated in Fiqure 3. The radiation
source was 15 Curies of Cesium 137, and the detector
was a standard scintillation crystal-photomultiplier
'combination. The fluid was water with air bubbles
flowing through a plastic tube with an inside dia-
meter of about 9.5 mm. The radiation shielding on
the source and detector assemblies imposed a severe
restriction: the entire sensor array had to be
placed in a region measuring only 16 mm alonq the
"pipe" length. That is, 16 mm was the total dis-
tance spanned by all of the radiation beams. Two
different beam geometries were tried: two beams,
each 5 mm wide, and three beams, each 3 mm wide.

The spectra obtained from these experiments are re-
produced In Fiqure 4. These are charts of the
logarithm of the power spectral density, with full
scale representing 40 db, versus frequency on a
linear scale. The top two curves are nominally the
same, except that one is offset 20 db from the other.
They were taken with the two-beam arrangement.
These curves show the expected peak at zero frequency,
a 60 Hz noise peak, and the velocity-indicating peak
at about 39 Hz. The shoulder at iC Hz is a spurious
peak resulting from a rather regular bubble spacinq
of about 10 hubbies per second.

The bottom curve was taken with the three-beam ar-
rangement, and it has a weak but generally repro-
ducible peak at about 46 Hz.



These 39 Hz and 46 Hz frequencies are in reasonable
agreement with velocity estimates obtained by
visual observation and tirninn of the bubble velocity.
It is felt thaf. the data would be much improved if
the radiation beams were larger or more numerous.
The rather larqe noise level in the spectral curves
is attributed to the quantum noise previously
discussed.

CONCLUSIONS

In S'lmmary, it seems that this technique using ra-
diation beams as sensors to measure transit times
has considerable promise as a technique for mea-
suring the flow velocities of two-phase fluids. A
simple experiment has confirmed the general concept,
and a mathematical analysisO indicates that a
well-designed system has the potential for much
better results than those obtained in the first
experiment. Variations of the basic system can
be used to obtain more localized velocity measure-
ments or to obtain information about the whole
pipe cross section at onceO). Further development
seems justified.
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Figure 1. Basic

for measuring velocity.
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